CC-BC 15 M
Battery Charger
Item No.: 1002261
Ident No.: 11016
Bar Code: 4006825614312
The Einhell CC-BC 15 M Battery Charger is an intelligent, micro-processor controlled system with multi-stage charging cycle. It is suitable for all
standard 6V/12V vehicle batteries. The trickle charge function does not harm the battery being charged and prolongs battery life, particularly on
seasonal vehicles. Over-discharged batteries can be restored with the rescue function. Over-charge, short circuit and reverse polarity protection
prevent damage to the charger. The unit also comes with fully insulated terminal clamps. The LED battery voltage and charge status display show at a
glance the current state of the battery.

Features
- Intelligent battery charger with microprocessor controller
- Multi-step charging cycle, contr. and monitored by microprocessor
- Universal battery charger for various battery types such as:
- Gel, AGM, zero and low maintenance lead-acid batteries, etc...
- Automatic battery voltage adjustment for 6/12V vehicles
- Jump starting current: 100 A
- Trickle charge function for a continuously ideal charge status
- Optimal for season.vehicles with long idle times(convert./m-bike)
- Use will extend the life of the battery
- LED battery voltage and charging progress display
- Electr. protec. against overcharging, short-circuit&swapped poles
- Rescue function for exhausted batteries
- Totally insulated battery terminals

Technical Data
- Mains supply

220-240 V | 50 Hz

- Charging voltage
- Suitable for batteries (from min. Ah to
max. Ah):

6 V/ 12V
3-300 Ah

- Boost engine output (Ampere for

100 A - 5 sec

seconds)
- Charging current Min. (arith./eff.) - Max. 2 / [-] A
(arith./eff.) on 6 V d.c.
- Charging current Min. (arith./eff.) - Max. 2 / [-] - 15 / [-] A
(arith./eff.) on 12 V d.c.

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

8.16 kg
8.79 kg
319 x 327 x 208 mm
2 Pieces
18 kg
340 x 320 x 415 mm
1240 | 2300 | 3000

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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